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Abstract. The prevalence of digital photo capturing devices has generated large-scale photos with geographical information, leading to interesting tasks like geographically organizing photos and location visualization. In this work, we propose to organize photos both geographically
and thematically, and investigate the problem of location visualization
from multiple themes. The novel visualization scheme provides a rich display landscape for location exploration from all-round views. A two-level
solution is presented, where we ﬁrst identify the highly photographed
places (POI) and discover their distributed themes, and then aggregate
the lower-level themes to generate the higher-level themes for location
visualization. We have conducted experiments on a Flickr dataset and exhibited the visualization for the Singapore city. The experimental results
have validated the proposed method and demonstrated the potentials of
location visualization from multiple themes.
Keywords: Geotagged photo, Point of Interest, Location visualization,
Multiple theme discovery.

1

Introduction

Recent years have witnessed the prosperity of photo sharing websites. Vast
amount of photos are being uploaded and shared online, associated with valuable metadata such as capturing geographical position and semantic tags. The
rich user-generated content has opened up great possibilities for novel multimedia research and applications, among which georeferenced multimedia data
mining is a most attractive one. With early work focusing on geographically
organizing photos by directly utilizing their geographical positions [11,6], recent
work of georeferenced multimedia has been devoted to exploiting semantic tags
for semantic knowledge mining, e.g., place tag extraction [8], landmark recognition [13] and travel route summarization [5]. Along this research line, we move
one step further in this work, to study the problem of Location Visualization
from Multiple Themes (LVMT).
S. Li et al. (Eds.): MMM 2013, Part I, LNCS 7732, pp. 92–105, 2013.
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The concept “theme” is introduced to denote certain interesting topic or representative pattern in a location. It is natural that each location will have multiple
themes for visualization. For example, Singapore is expected to be visualized
from its ﬁnance, shopping, natural scene, landmark, intersecting culture, etc. In
addition to “theme”, another important concept in our work is Point of Interest
(POI), which refers to a highly photographed place and is marked by its centroid. POI is the basic unit in the proposed problem, where each POI contributes
to a dominant theme and location visualization is enriched by aggregating POIs
inside this location to generate an all-round display from multiple themes. Therefore, by location visualization from multiple themes, the outcomes we manage to
obtain are two-level: (1) POI visualization - the identiﬁed POIs inside a location,
the POIs’ theme distribution and exemplary photos; (2) Location visualization
- the summarized location theme distribution, the representative POIs and associated exemplary photos for each theme. In particular, we use Singapore city
as the running example. Fig. 1 shows the expected multiple-theme visualization
map for Singapore city. Fig. 1(b) illustrates a representative POI with its theme
distribution and exemplary photos 1 . In Fig. 1(c), popular themes of Singapore
are visualized by aggregating the identiﬁed POIs, where one color corresponds
to one theme. For each theme, several representative POIs and their photos are
shown, with each POI pointing to its geographical position on the map. We can
see that location visualization from multiple themes can facilitate an intuitive
thematical as well as geographical exploration, which enables various applications like semantic location navigation and POI search, location-based POI or
theme suggestion and the tour assistant.

Fig. 1. Problem illustration (best viewed in color)

1

Note that each POI is assigned a dominant theme according to its theme distribution.
For the example POI of “Sentosa, South West”, the dominant theme is nature scene.
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Mining multiple themes for location visualization is not trivial. The challenges
derive from three-fold: (1) The identiﬁcation of POI from user-generated content
is diﬃcult. Users tend to take photos of POI from arbitrary angles and views
they like, which leads to large visual variance among photos of the same POI.
(2) POI theme list is not available beforehand . The uploaded photos and associated textual metadata are rather noisy and sparse for extracting the underlying
themes for each POI. (3) Lower POI-level theme needs to be fused to yield location theme distribution.The derived theme spaces vary between POIs, making
the aggregation of POI themes a necessity. To address these issues, we formulate
the problem of location visualization from multiple themes as follows (see Fig.
2). The input is a set of photos within the target location, associated with their
capturing positions, textual metadata and annotator user IDs. Our solution for
LVMT contains three components: (1) POI identiﬁcation, (2) POI theme discovery (3) location theme aggregation and visualization. Since the geographical
position is only available for part of the photos, we conduct POI identiﬁcation
by ﬁrst constructing POI vocabulary from the geo-tagged photos and then estimating the belonging POI for the rest photos. POI theme discovery is the core
component. We propose an incremental learning scheme for automatically discovering the underlying themes in a POI. For location theme aggregation and
visualization, we extract location themes by aggregating similar POI themes via
clustering based method. With the discovered POI and location theme, we can
easily visualize a POI and location from multiple themes. We have conducted
experiments on a Flickr dataset of the Singapore photos. Objective as well as

Fig. 2. The proposed framework for location visualization from multiple themes

subjective evaluations have validated the eﬀectiveness of the proposed method,
and demonstrated the great potentials of location visualization from multiple
themes.
We summarize the contributions of this work in three-fold:
– We introduce the problem of location visualization from multiple themes,
which oﬀers a novel vision for georeferenced multimedia data mining and
enables a variety of applications.
– A two-level POI-location visualization solution framework is presented. Considering POI level not only enriches the visualization landscape but guarantees a compact theme representation.
– We propose an incremental learning scheme to discover the POI themes,
which can automatically mine the underlying themes by exploiting and combining textual and visual content of photos in a principled way.
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Formally, given a set of photos within a location deﬁned as P = {p}, where p is
a tuple (θp , p , xp , tp , up ) containing: (1) a unique photo ID θp , (2) the photo’s
capture location, represented by its latitude and longitude p , (3) the photos’s
visual content feature vector xp ; (4) tagged text tp including the title, tags
and description, and (5) the ID of the user that contributed the photo up . The
problem of location visualization from multiple themes is formulated as follows:
Given a collection of geotagged photos of an interesting location, we aim to
mine the POIs with multiple underlying themes to visualize the location. Our
approach to address this problem contains three components: POI identiﬁcation,
POI theme discovery, and location theme aggregation and visualization. We ﬁrst
detect POIs using the geo-tagged photos. Then for each POI, we build up a POI
vocabulary to estimate the POIs of the photo without GPS-coordinates. After
that, we exploit both textual and visual content of photos to discover multiple
themes for each POI in an incremental learning manner. Finally, we aggregate
the POI themes to obtain the location themes for visualization of the location.
We discuss each of these key components in the following.
2.1

POI Identification

In this component, we ﬁrst present how to detect POIs by aggregating geo-tagged
photos and then describe the method to estimate the POI distribution of photos
which are not geo-tagged.
POI Detection. Given a large collection of geotagged photos we want to automatically ﬁnd popular places at which people take photos. In measuring how
popular a place is we consider both the number of distinct photographers and
their corresponding number of photos taken there. We apply mean shift clustering to the GPS coordinates of the images which are geotagged. Each cluster
represents a POI lk . Then, we compute a popularity score F (lk ) for POI lk as:
F (lk ) =

N
user

log(Nphoto (ui ) + 1)

(1)

i=1

where Nphoto (ui ) is the number of photos provided by the owner ui . The popular
POIs are obtained by ranking the popular scores of POIs and selecting the top-k
candidates.
POI Estimation for Images: By exploring the semantic metadata of geotagged photos, we can extract representative tags for each identiﬁed POI, which
we refer as POI vocabulary. Denote the POI vocabulary as L = {l1 , . . . , lH },
where lh is the hth POI and we have H POIs. Each POI is represented as
lh = {t1 , . . . , tN }, where tn is the nth place tag. Referred to the TagMaps
method [8], we use a TF-IDF like method to detect the place tags and construct the POI vocabulary. We compute a score for tag t with POI l as
Score(l, t) = tf(l, t) · idf(t) · uf(l, t)

(2)
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where tf(l, t) = |Nl,t | is tag frequency of t and idf(t) = |N |/|Nt | is the inverse
document frequency for a tag t in POI l. uf(l, t) = |Ul,t |/|Ul | is a factor for users
to guard against the tags frequently used only by a small number of users. N and
U are the counts of corresponding terms. We set a threshold st and recognize
those tags Score(l, t) > st as the place tags.
With the derived POI vocabulary, we can estimate the most probable POI l∗
for a given photo without GPS coordinates by majority voting:
l∗ = arg max
l



E(t|TI )w(t|l)

(3)

t∈l

where E(t|TI ) is 1 if the associated text TI of the input photo I contains the
place tag t otherwise 0. w(t|l) is the weight of tag t in the POI l and modeled
by using the place tag score obtained in the POI tag construction stage, i.e.,
. The scheme takes into the account the importance of each
w(t|l) = Score(t,l)
t Score(t,l)
place tag in a POI. With the geo-referenced photos, we move our eﬀort to discover
multiple themes in each POI of the interesting location in the next section.
2.2

POI Theme Discovery

Now we consider the problem of discovering multiple themes in a POI. As aforementioned, it suﬀers from large variance of visual content and high noise of photos. To deal with these diﬃculties, we develop an incremental learning scheme
to automatically discover the potential themes in a POI reﬂected by salient tags
and images. This learning scheme consists of two parts: salient tags extraction
and image theme assignment. The procedure for multiple theme discovery in a
POI is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1. Incremental Learning for Multiple Theme Discovery
in a POI
Input: A data set of images I with visual content features X and associated textual
features T in a POI.
Output: Multiple themes in a POI A = {ak }K
k=1 .
1: repeat
2:
Extract salient tags ST for updated theme a
3:
Determine the theme of the input image I using the existing themes with
corresponding salient tags and images.
4:
Augment the dataset with the newly input image
5: until images exhausted

Salient Tags Extraction: Given all images I in a POI l and a couple of images
Ia = {Ii }N
i=1 ∈ I of one theme a, we aim to extract salient tags ST for this theme
from the whole associated tags Ta with images Ia . These salient tags should be
able to well describe the visual content in this theme. We propose our technique
to extract salient tags by making two assumptions [9] as follows:
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• Separation: If a tag t well describes a visual concept c, then the probability
of observing the visual concept c among images Ia of theme a is larger than
the probability of observing it among all images I in the POI.
• Cohesion: A tag t is visually representative if its annotated images Ia are
visually similar to each other, containing a common visual concept c such as
an object or a scene.
Based on these two assumptions, we present a formulation that simultaneously
integrates the above two assumptions in a single framework. Considering the
ﬁrst assumption, we measure the observation probability between ti ∈ ST and
images Ia of theme a with tag co-occurrence. We calculate the co-occurrence of
ti in images Ia as the observation probability for tag ti .
p(ti |Ia ) =

Q(ti ∩ Ia )
Q(Ia )

(4)

where Q(Ia ) denotes the total number of images in theme a, while Q(ti ∩ Ia ) is
the number of images associated with tag ti in theme a. Likewise, we compute
i ∩I)
the observation provability for tag ti in all images I in a POI. p(ti |I) = Q(t
Q(I) ,
where Q(I) denotes the total number of all images and Q(ti ∩ I) is the number
of images containing tag ti in all images. Then, we have the constraint between
p(ti |Ia ) and p(ti |I) as
R(ti , Ia ) = f (τ ), τ = p(ti |Ia ) − p(ti |I) > 0

(5)

where f (·) is certain monotonically increasing function and deﬁned f (·) as
the standard sigmoid function, i.e., f (x) = 1+e1−x . Accordingly, the separation of asalient tag set ST in images Ia of theme a is given by
R(ST , Ia ) = ti ∈ST R(ti , Ia ).
Considering the second assumption, we adopt pairwise similarity constraints
to measure the cohesion for images of theme a. Denote xu ∈ Xti as the visual
content feature vectors of image Iu associated with tag ti in images Ia . Iti
is the set of images containing tag ti in images Ia and Xti are corresponding
feature vectors of Iti . We adopt the classical Kernel Density Estimation (KDE)
method [2] to measure visual similarity between image pairs in images Iti as
Sim(It ) =

|Xt |

1
K(xu − xv )
|Xt |2 u,v=1

(6)

where Xti is the cardinality of Xti and K isthe Gaussian
 kernel function with
2
v
where σ is a scaling
radius parameter σ, i.e., K(xu − xv ) = exp −xu2σ−x
2
parameter and adaptively assigned as the median value of all pair-wise Euclidean
distances between images. Accordingly, we deﬁne the cohesion of tag ti with Ia
as
C(ti , Ia ) = 1 − g(Sim(Iti ))

where g(·) is deﬁned as g(x) =
theme images Ia is computed as

(7)

The cohesion of a salient tag set ST in
ti ∈ST C(ti , Ia ).

1
1+e
 −x .
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Based on the deﬁnitions of terms regarding separation and cohesion for salient
tag set ST , we now present formulation for extracting salient tags ST as follows:



ST∗ = arg max
ST

1
N

φ(ti ) , φ(ti ) = λR(ti , Ia ) + (1 − λ)C(ti , Ia )

(8)

ti ∈ST

where N = |ST | is the number of the selected tags. λ ∈ [0, 1] is a weighting
parameter that is used to module two contributions; φ(ti ) is the saliency score
of tag ti in theme a. However, it is computationally intractable to solve Eqn.
(8) directly since it is a non-linear integer programming (NIP) problem [3].
Alternatively, we resort to a greedy strategy which is simple but eﬀective to
solve the problem. In reality, for each theme in a POI, only a small set of tags
are salient and valuable. Therefore, we perform a pre-ﬁltering step to obtain the
tags T with large values of R(ti , Ia ). This can reduce the computational cost to
favor the salient tags extraction. For salient tags extraction, we ﬁrst select the
tag t ∈ T with largest value of R(t, Ia ) and then choose the next tag ti from
T \ST∗ by solving arg max φ(ti ). The salient tags set is updated by ST∗ = ST∗ ∪{ti }
ti

and obtained until T = ∅.
Image Theme Assignment: Given salient tags and images for each existing
theme in a POI, we aim to assign a theme label for a new input image I. We
ﬁrst use a salient tag correlation method to ﬁnd the most potential correlated
themes from the existing theme sets. Then, we employ sparse representation to
predict the most probable theme for the new input image. We elaborate this
process as follows.
Given a set of salient tags STa and images Ia for a certain theme a in a POI
l, we use a majority voting scheme to decide the correlated themes based on
measuring the tag relatedness between the associated tags TI of the input image
I and the salient tags STa of theme a. It can be represented as:
T R(TI , STa ) =



Hsaliency (ti |TI )P (ti |STa )

(9)

a
ti ∈ST

where Hsaliency (ti |TI ) outputs 1 if there exist a salient tag ti ∈ STa in TI otherwise
0. P (ti |STa ) is the salient weight of tag ti in theme a and computed by using the
i)
saliency score in salient tags extraction stage, i.e., P (ti |STa ) = φ(t
φ( tj ) . Then,
we select the correlated themes Acorrelated for input image I as follows:
Acorrelated = {a|, T R(TI , STa ) > threA }

(10)

where threA is the threshold value set for all themes. The themes whose tag
relatedness score is larger than threA are selected as correlated themes and used
to determine the theme of input image via sparse representation classiﬁcation. If
an input image is not correlated with all existing themes, we assign a new theme
label anew for the new input image.
For input image which has correlated themes, we model the reconstruction
sparsity to assign the theme label. Inspired by the great performance of sparse
representation in face recognition [12] and existence of similar or duplicate visual
contents coming from dominant views in a POI, we model the theme assignment
for an input image as a visual content reconstruction cost minimization problem:
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The theme assignment of an input image I is treated as the cost of using the
images Ia from existing themes in a POI l to reconstruct the visual content
feature of I.
Given an input image I, x ∈ Rm is its visual content feature vector. Denote a
matrix of existing samples from theme images B = [B1 , B2 , . . . , BK ] ∈ Rm×n for
K themes as the corresponding visual content feature vectors of existing theme
images I in POI l. We reconstruct x by using B as the coding dictionary as
follows:
K

Bk αk + 

x=

(11)

k=1

where α = [α1 , α2 , . . . , αK ] are the reconstruction coeﬃcients of x and  ∈ Rm is
a noise vector. Following the principle of sparse coding for face recognition [12],
we learn the reconstruction coeﬃcients by solving the optimization problem of
least square error and 1 -norm regularization. We formulate this as:
α∗ = arg minBα − x2F + γα1
α

(12)

where γ is the regularization parameter. Here we use L1-Homotopy [1] to solve
the optimization problem in Eqn.(12). Then the residuals rk (x) is computed as
rk (x) = x − Bk αk 2 , where k = 1, . . . , K. For theme assignment, the rule is
decided in favor of the theme with the lowest total reconstruction error:
a∗ = arg min x − Bk αk 2
a

(13)

However, if the minimum residual is large (min(rk (x)) > e, e is a threshold),
it indicates that the new input image I cannot be well represented with low
error as a sparse linear combination of dictionary B, which is a good indicator of
novelty of the input image I. Therefore, if min(rk (x)) > e, we would also assign
a new theme label anew for the new input image I.
In summary, the theme of a new input image is determined as:

anew if L∗ > threA or min(rk (x)) > e,
aI =
(14)
a∗
otherwise.
Hence, aI is the ﬁnal theme label for the input image I.
Through the incremental learning scheme for POI theme discovery, we can
obtain multiple POI themes Al = {ak }K
k=1 , each of which is a POI theme containing salient tags ST and images I. For a POI l, we rank the popularity of
its diﬀerent themes by considering the number of users and their photos individually. The popularity score is computed using Eqn.(1). We select the top-k
themes of a POI as its representative themes. The dominant theme adominant is
obtained by choosing the theme with the largest score. To visualize POI l, we
extract the top-k salient tags and representative images via the aﬃnity propagation method [4] in each theme.
2.3

Location Theme Aggregation and Visualization

Location Theme Aggregation: After obtaining POIs with multiple themes,
we aim to discover representative themes at the location level by aggregating
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similar POI themes via a clustering algorithm. Each cluster represents a location
theme. For POI l, after POI theme discovery based on the incremental learning
scheme, we have K POI themes Al = {ak }K
k=1 and each theme is represented
N
as ak = {ST , I}, where ST = {ti }M
i=1 is set of salient tags and I = {Ij }j=1
is the corresponding images. We ﬁrst represent each theme as a feature vector
in a feature space. Since the salient tags can well describe the semantics of
POI themes, we exploit these tags to aggregate themes. A tag vocabulary is
constructed by extracting the top-m tags from ST of each theme considering
the tag saliency. Let V = {td }D
d=1 be the vocabulary with D distinct tags. Then
each theme can be represented as a D dimensional vector θl,k based on the tag
occurrence of ST and the vocabulary. We perform the k-means clustering method
on the D-dimensional points θl,k , l ∈ 1, . . . , L; k ∈ 1, . . . , Kl . The number of
clusters is empirically predeﬁned. Consequently, we aggregate the POI themes
into k clusters, each of which has a couple of images and tags. In addition, We try
to annotate each cluster of POI themes with some semantic terms, which should
well describe the visual content of images within each cluster. We take a simple
method by aggregating the tag feature vectors and using the most frequent tags
in each cluster to annotate a location theme.
Location Visualization: After clustering and annotation, each cluster is termed
as a location theme containing a couple of POI themes. We compute a popularity score for each location theme using Eqn.(1) and select the top-k themes
as its representative themes for the location. For each representative location
theme, the POIs contributing a dominant POI theme for this location theme
are selected as representative POIs. Hence, the location can be visualized by
using representative location themes, which is reﬂected by annotated tags and
exemplary photos from the dominant themes of the representative POIs.

3

Experiments

We have conducted extensive experiments to evaluate the eﬀectiveness and usefulness of the proposed framework.
Our dataset was collected by crawling images and photo metadata using Flickr
API. We use Singapore as a search word and all queried images are collected
together with their associated information, including title, tags, description, and
GPS coordinates. The initial dataset consists of 263,953 images. A pre-ﬁltering
process is performed on the dataset to remove the duplicate images and images
with GPS coordinates outside Singapore, etc. We also restrict that the images
should have complete associated textual contents of title, tags, description. In
this way, 110,846 images in total are obtained. This dataset contains 26,623
geo-tagged photos and 9,044 users.
3.1

Evaluation of POI Identification

We ﬁrst illustrate the distribution of mined POIs in Singapore. Fig. 3 presents
the distribution map of geo-tagged images, which follows the perfect contour of
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Singapore. The bandwidth for meanshift as 0.023 according to the scale of photo
distribution. Each small circle denotes a photo, while each big circle denotes a
detected POI. The photo density around a POI indicates the POI popularity.
40 clusters are obtained. By ﬁltering out the POIs with less than 10 photos, we
obtain 24 POIs in total, which are used in the subsequent experiments. Table 1
shows the top-8 highly photographed places with their popularity scores computed using Eqn. (1) in Singapore. The POI name is obtained by issuing the
GPS -coordinates of each POI cluster center to the Flickr API. It can be seen
that the detected POIs uncover the most popular places in Singapore.
We evaluate the performance of estimating POI for images using proposed
method. Two methods are compared - simply voting with no weight (w(t|l) = 1
or 0) and weighted voting (w(t|l) ∈ [0, 1]). The results are shown in Table 1.
The weighted tag correlated multiple voting utilizing the diﬀerence of place tag
importance achieves much better performance (improve AP by 18%) than voting
with no weight, which beneﬁts the multiple theme discovery. The reason may be
that many images in our dataset are not geo-tagged while they contain important
content for POIs.
Table 1. The popular Top-8 POIs in Singapore and their popularity scores
POI
Singapore, Central Singapore
Central Catchment Reserve
Sentosa, South West
Jurong Town, South West
Singapore Changi Airport
Jalan Kayu, Central Singapore
Queenstown, Central Singapore
Central Catchment Area, North West

3.2

popularity score accuracy accuracy
(no weight) (weighted)
3861.84
599.699
562.57
330.998
328.480
275
263.69
194.45

0.4828
0.1069
0.3001
0.2431
0.5487
0.1336
0.14814
0.5358

0.8079
0.1961
0.6908
0.2339
0.8453
0.1940
0.288
0.6603

Evaluation of Multiple Theme Discovery

In the following we will evaluate the performance of multiple theme discovery at
the POI and location level.
Experiment Setting: To represent the image content, we extract ﬁve types
of visual features to form a 809-dimension vector for each image, including 81dimension color moment, 37-dimension edge histogram, 120-dimension wavelet
texture feature, 59-dimension LBP feature [7] and 512-dimension GIST feature [10]. The tradeoﬀ parameters in Eqn. (8) is empirically set to 0.7. We build
a vocabulary of irrelevant tags including stop words, meaningless words, time
and number related words, camera related words, and some general frequent
tags, which are all removed before further operations. The threshold parameters
in Eqn. (14),i.e., threA and e, are chosen as 0.005 and 0.8 respectively, through
qualitative cross-validation measuring and are ﬁxed in subsequent experiments.
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Fig. 3. Distribution of geotagged photos in Singapore from Flickr and the detected
POIs

We extract the top 50 salient tags of each representative POI theme to construct
the vocabulary for location theme aggregation. The number of k in K-means is
set as 20.
Qualitative Evaluation: At POI level, Fig. 4 shows the salient tags and exemplary images of the Top-3 POIs in Singapore detected by our approach. For each
POI, we present 3 popular themes with the salient tags and exemplary images.
Clearly, these themes are related to nature scene, landmark, animals, food, and
culture. We can see that the extracted images and tags are consistent and the
discovered themes are adequate to represent the POIs.
At location level, we exhibit the visualization of Singapore from multiple
themes in Fig. 5. Seven representative themes are presented, which correspond
to scene, landmark, people, airplane, culture, animals birds, and f lowers respectively. Each aggregated theme is denoted by its salient tags and enriched
by the belonging POIs and the associated images. From this visualized location
graph with POIs and multiple themes, we can have easy access to an intuitive
geographical exploration and a better thematic understanding of Singapore.
User Study: We conduct a small-scale user study to evaluate the eﬀectiveness
of the proposed method and the user experience of the novel visualization form.
Three criteria are considered: (1) consistency, the level of consistency between the
visual content and the salient tags (0: Not consistent, 10: Very consistent); (2) relatedness, the extent that the mined themes relates to the POI (0: Not related, 10:
Very related); and (3) satisfaction, how satisfactory are the aggregated multiple
themes for location visualization (0: Not satisﬁed, 10: Very satisﬁed)? We invited
20 participants for the user study experiment. The themes depicted in Fig. 5 are selected for evaluation. The results are averaged over all participants for each theme
and shown in Fig. 6. It is obvious that the participants gave positive feedback to
the novel location visualization scheme, which further validates the potential of
LVMT in advanced location exploration and related applications.
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Fig. 4. Salient tags and representative images of the top-3 POIs in Singapore discovered
by our approach

Fig. 5. Visualizing Singapore from multiple themes
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Fig. 6. User study results

4

Conclusions

We have presented a novel location visualization scheme by geographically and
thematically organizing photos into multiple themes. A two-level POI-location
visualization solution framework is proposed, where an incremental learning approach is introduced for POI theme discovery and location theme is then obtained by aggregating the involved POI themes. Experiments on a dataset of
Singapore collected from Flickr have shown its advantage in deriving compact
location themes and improving user experiences.
In the future, this work can be extended in three directions. (1) Applications
such as travel recommendation and location-based POI search will be designed
based on the proposed visualization scheme. (2) We will apply our algorithm
to more locations and evaluate its generalization ability in large-scale dataset.
Moreover, quantitative evaluation metrics will be designed. (3) The mined POI
and location themes will be described in a concise and accurate way. For example,
the external topic ontology, e.g., wikipedia can be integrated into the data-driven
method to generate more readable and meaningful theme description.
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